
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to all the blocks

 Stencil set (per child)

 4 Ghost Diagrams of a
rocket (per child)

 A pencil and a blank sheet
of paper (per child)

 Red paper or felt squares –
approx. 12cm x 12cm

 Small figures and other
props for making a Space
Centre

15–20 minutes

SPACE CENTRE

Transformation (From Ghost Diagram to Detailed Diagram)

Show your child the Ghost Diagram of a rocket provided. Ask them a series of questions to help them analyse the 
Ghost Diagram and review their knowledge from the previous session (C54): What could this be? Who uses 
rockets? What are they for? Are we looking at a front, top or side-view? (Camera Shot – front view.) What are the 
component parts and where are they on the diagram?  (E.g. nose cone, engines, main body containing fuel 
tanks). Why is each of those parts important?  Then ask: How could we build them? Which building blocks would 
we use for each part? How would we connect them? 

Give them a pencil and several copies of the Ghost Diagram. Ask them to think about how to transform the 
Ghost Diagram into a detailed diagram. Remind them that there is more than one way and encourage them 
think of as many different ways as they can, and then use a different Ghost Diagram for each version. Encourage 
them to draw freehand but they can use the stencils if they need to.

Summarise by admiring the different solutions, emphasise that often there are many answers to a problem, all 
different, excellent. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To develop visualization skills and creativity
To practise the appropriate use of spatial vocabulary
To enable children to develop their own ideas systematically
To foster self-regulation – consider and describe the design of proposed structures 
before starting to build
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Your child can plan and then build rockets they have designed themselves, choosing building blocks that correspond to each element 
of the rocket.
Your child’s detailed diagrams and finished rockets take into account both functional and structural requirement, i.e. all the 
components of the rocket are present and the shape and relative proportions – height and width – of the structure are appropriate.
Your child uses the language of spatial orientation appropriately (e.g. over, under, next to, across, on both sides, opposite, beyond).
Your child can work cooperatively.



Space Centre (Building According to Individual Designs)

The theme here is: ‘Rockets on the Launch Pad’. Designate an area for the Space Centre. Place some red paper or felt squares to be the ‘launch pads’ 
at regular intervals within the Space Centre. 

Ask your child to build a rocket, based on the ideas from their diagrams from the previous activity, for each launch pad – if you only have one child 
doing this, join in creating rockets too). 

Outline the process of planning a design before they start:

• Imagine the rocket you are going to build;
• Think about its main parts;
• Think about what the outside of your rocket looks like;
• Think about which blocks you will need to build it;
• Draw a detailed diagram that shows your design, if not the same as one they did in the previous activity in this session (on a separate sheet of

paper, freehand or with the stencils)

Spend as long as necessary talking through the planning and building process to help them clarify their thinking.

Provide play people and small toys for imaginative play once the rockets are ready.

SPACE CENTRE – continued 
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